
 
 

JOHN WATSON SCHOOL STAFF HANDBOOK 
 

The purpose of this handbook is to communicate the ethos of the school and to inform staff about the policies and                     

practices at John Watson School. There is substantial additional information provided through the signposting in each                

section (click on hyperlinks.) Every staff member and governor has access to this document electronically and there are                  

hard copies in the school offices and staff rooms. 

 

Although this is currently up to date, the rate of change in education means that some information will be reviewed                    

throughout the year and this handbook updated accordingly.  

 

 KEY INFORMATION   

John Watson School is a community special school maintained by Oxfordshire (the admissions authority). The school is                 

designated to meet the needs of PMLD/SLD pupils 2-19 and serves South Oxfordshire and draws from East Oxford. The                   

school community is diverse in terms of ethnicity and complexity of need. It has a unique relationship for a Special                    

School in sharing staff and Governors with a maintained Nursery School on the Primary site. The school is on a large split                      

site multi-user campuses in the village of Wheatley. 

 

School Business Manager: Amy Wilkinson sbm@johnwatsonschool.org 

 

Headteacher: Stephen Passey headteacher@johnwatsonschool.org 

 

Deputy Headteacher: Debbie Ball (Mon- Weds); Sue Woodward (Tuesday- Thursday) 

Deputy Headteacher: Karen Fourie 

 

Chairs of Governors:                    Sarah Simmonds (find details under governance) 
 

 

 

Primary Provision 

John Watson School  

Wheatley Nursery School (2-5 provision for WNS and JWS) 

Littleworth Road 

Wheatley 

Oxford 

0X33 1NN 

 

 

Secondary Provision 

Steve Drywood Building  

Wheatley Park School campus 

Holton 

Oxford 

0X33 1QH 
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INTRODUCTION 

  

Motto: Together We Learn 

Core Principles 
 

This is a summary of our mission, and core principles. Please ensure you understand and act in line with these at all                      

times. It is intended as a point of reference should you be reflecting on any aspect of your role whilst at work. 

  

Mission: John Watson seeks to offer outstanding 2-19 educational provision and to provide highly effective services to                 

support  young people with learning difficulties and disabilities in inclusive settings 
 

 

                                             SLICE 

 

 

Safety 

Learning 

Independence 

Communication 

Engagement 
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CHILD PROTECTION AND SAFEGUARDING 

  

Designated Safeguarding Lead:  Stephen Passey 

 

Deputy Safeguarding Leads:   Sue Woodward, Debbie Ball, Karen Fourie  

  (NB – All of the above are trained to a Safeguarding Lead Level) 

 

Safeguarding  Governor:  Bethany Farr (trained in Generalist Safeguarding Training from OSCB) 

  

We recognise that all staff and governors have a full and active part to play in protecting our pupils from harm, and that                       

the child’s welfare is our paramount concern. 

  

All staff must have read and understood the following documents: 

  

● Keeping Children Safe in Education (Part 1) (2018) 

● Code of Conduct, 

● Safeguarding and Child Policy 

● Whistleblowing Policy 

● Allegations Policy 

● Confidentiality Statement` 

  

Copies of these are on our website and displayed in our staff room and are available on request from the School Office . 

  

All staff must complete Generalist Safeguarding Training, at least every 3 years. 

 

If generalist training is not available, a new member of staff must complete ‘An Introduction to Safeguarding Children’                  

accessible through the Oxfordshire Safeguarding Children Board’s (OSCB) website: http://www.oscb.org.uk/training/. 
  

All staff (in all schools in England) must have completed Channel General Awareness. 

This online training will enable you to: 

·        Explain how Channel links to the government’s counter-terrorism strategy (CONTEST) 

·        Describe the Channel Process and its purpose 

·        Identify factors that can make people vulnerable to radicalization 

·        Define safeguarding and risk ownership of the Channel process. 

  

This training can be accessed via http://course.ncalt.com/Channel_General_Awareness/01/index.html 

  

NB – Our ‘Child Protection and Safeguarding’ display board for staff is found in the Primary and Secondary staffrooms.                   

Here you will find up to date information and key Safeguarding contact details. 
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GOVERNANCE 

 

John Watson School is in a hard federation with Wheatley Nursery School and share the same governing body. 

 

The purpose of the governing body is to: 

-Ensure clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction. 

-Hold the headteacher to account for the educational performance of the school and its pupils. 

-Oversee the financial performance of the school and make sure that money is well spent. 

 

The governing body meets each term for committee and Full Governing Body meetings, as well as holding frequent                  

meetings with the headteacher throughout the term and undertaking focused governor visits to evaluate the impact of                 

the School Improvement Plan. Governors are also usually represented at school events.  

Full Governing Body meetings are available on request from the school office. 

 

The committees are: 

 

Resources  (for Finance/Personnel/ Health and Safety issues affecting either WNS/JWS) 

 

Teaching,  Learning and Safeguarding, John Watson School             (JWS only) 

 

Teaching, Learning and Safeguarding, Transition Committee Wheatley Nursery School (WNS only) 
 

Governors’ roles and responsibilities: 

Stephen Passey  Head Teacher Ex officio governor for WNS/JWS 

Sarah Simmonds   Chair of Governors  WNS/JWS 

Sarah Simmonds   Chair of WNS Teaching, Learning and Safeguarding Committee 

Clea Lees   Co-opted Governor/SEN governor WNS/JWS 

Shah Chaudhry   Co-opted Governor WNS/JWS 

Lois Ward Staff Governor 

Bethany Farr  LA Governor, Resources committee WNS/JWS, Safeguarding Governor 

 

Vacancies... 

Vice Chair 

Parent Governor 

Our photos and biographies are on the Website 

Biographies 

 The Governing Body Code of Conduct is available on request. 
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HEALTH AND SAFETY 

Health and Safety Lead:  Amy Wilkinson (The SBM) 

 

Health and Safety Governor:  Sarah Simmonds 

Further information: Health & Safety Policy 

 

Health & Safety Training: 

We regularly train staff on manual handling, use of hoists and working at heights, there are many other health & safety 

related training DVDS we can borrow from Oxfordshire County Council as and when required. 

 

First Aid at Work First Aiders: 

These first aiders lead on responding to incidents where staff require first aid treatment… 

Primary Dept. Alice Bark  

Secondary Dept.  Holly Burrows 

They can also be called to support a pupil incident if the class first aider does not feel they have received the training or                        

have the expertise to manage the situation. 

 

Emergency First Aiders: 

Class first aiders should be the first point of call should emergency first aid be required for a pupil in their class. 

If you need to administer first aid inform an SLT member, as soon as it is safe to do so 

All staff and governors have responsibilities relating to establishing and maintaining a safe and healthy working and                 

school environment. A summary of these can be found in John Watson’s Health and Safety policy. 
  

Fire Safety and Emergency Evacuation: 

-Each room has Emergency Evacuation Plans close to the door.  

-All staff should know the plan for each room they use.  

-Training in Fire Evacuation procedure is provided (see staffroom noticeboard). 

-Fire Drills are held at least 3 times a year. 

-Lock Downs are rehearsed at least once a year.  

-New staff are informed of procedures as part of their induction package. 

Fire Wardens for JWS Primary/ Nursery Site Fire Wardens for JWS Secondary Site 

Amy Wilkinson                         Stephen Passey 

Debbie Ball                               Susanne Woodward 

Emma fulker                            Lisa Matthews 

Natalie Smith                           Martin Scully  

Mel Scully                                 Linda Grace 

 

Amy Wilkinson                                            Stephen Passey 

Karen Fourie                                                Emma Fulker 

Martin Scully                                               Mel Scully 

 

 

Risk Management 

Risk Assessment and Management are important aspects of all of our roles. There are two key types of risk                   

assessment-Static and Dynamic. Static risk assessment: This will usually result in a risk assessment form being                

completed (RA1). Static risk assessments are completed prior to a lesson or activity taking place and document foreseen                  

risks and the management of them. The outcome of a static risk assessment is either that the risk is acceptable, and the                      

activity can continue, or the risk is unacceptable and further action needs to be taken, or the activity does not continue.                     
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Dynamic risk assessment: This is the ongoing risk assessment you make throughout the day, every day. Again, should                  

you judge that the risk is unacceptable and therefore an activity cannot be undertaken you must act accordingly. 

Whole Class Risk Assessments In addition to Risk Assessments for your children you should have Risk Assessments for                  

your class / teams. List of suggested Risk Assessments needed in class.  

                                                                                                STAFFING STRUCTURE 

Staff contribute and raise concerns through the Levels System. Staff need to be clear about their role and responsibilities 

and to work within the line management process that encourages staff to pass concerns to the tier above them. 

  Wheatley Nursery and John Watson Schools   

                                                                               Senior Leadership Team 

School Business Manager  
 

Headteacher 
DSL, SENCO/DAC for John Watson School 

 Deputy WNS and JWS Primary  
DDSL, Senco/DAC WNS 

 Assistant Head JWS Secondary 
DDSL, LAC LeadWNS/JWS  

Amy Wilkinson  Stephen Passey Debbie Ball (0.7) and Sue Woodward (0.6) Karen Fourie  

 

Extended Leadership Team 

            KS1 Lead and communication 
across the school (TLR) 

Key Stage 2 Lead (TLR) Key Stage 3 Lead (TLR) 14-19 Lead (TLR) 

Jennie Eyles (0.6) Linda Grace                              Vacancy Vacancy 

 

                                Teachers  

EYFS KS1 KS2 KS3 KS4  Sixth Form 

Judy Whittingham ,WNS/EYFS 
Lead  
  

Jennie Eyles (0.6) 
 

Grace Hopkins  

Natalie Smith (PE Lead) 
Linda Grace 

Trisha Salisbury, Becky 
Wells 

Maria Jesus Cuadrado 
Escudero 

Rosa Hernandez-Velasco 

Sarah Bonner (0.6),  
Clea Lees 

            Sue Smith 

 

                                                                                                           Learning Leaders 

 HLTAs Early Years Support Workers 

Becky Blackburn, 
 Holly Burrows (First Aid and Educational Visits Coord.)  

Beth Ind, Laura Ashmore,  
Anna Brand, Louise Noble, Vikki Rose  

 

Admin Support 
team 

Teaching Assistants 

Administrators EYFS  KS1  KS2  KS3 KS4 Sixth Form  

Melanie Scully 
Nicola Berezny 
Emma Fulker 
Sarah Drewett(0.4) 
senco admin 
Anna Harries(0.4) WNS 
admin 

Sharon 
Butterfield, 
Lisa 
Matthews,  
Jo Nelms  

Holly Nicholson, 
Wendy Birkinshaw, 
Donna Khan,  
Ceri Stowell, Beth 
Waters, James 
Costello 

Alice Bark, Mandy Farrell, Caroline Walker, 
Kassandra Duarte Jess Ward, Anne-Marie 
Hancock, Iwona Bartlomiejczyk 
Tracy Liptrot (0.8), Kirsty Bryant (0.6), 
Christine Pearce (0.4), Yasmin Raffe (0.4), 
Lauren Adams 

Kirsty Paskell,  
Jo Williams,  
Trish Goddard, 
Hayley Munt, Ilena 
De Pereira 
Jackie Read  

Jude 
Wright 
(0.6) 
Katie 
O’Donnell 
(0.6) 

Sue 
Simmonds, 
Tara 
Colbourne 

 

Caretaker Lunchtime Supervisors 

Martin Scully Trish Colcutt, Helen Hargreaves, Sue Recht, Tina Long 
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THE WORKING DAY 

Class teachers are required to arrive by 8.20 am at the latest. Time is needed on site, beyond direct teaching time in                      

class, to ensure consistently good provision: to follow up safeguarding related tasks; to contact parents and other                 

professionals; to discuss lesson plans with teaching colleagues; to prepare resources; respond to emails; to debrief and                 

discuss incidents; photocopying for the day ahead. It is important timings are managed so that the whole school                  

activities (i.e. lunch and lunch break) run smoothly. Lessons should start promptly, with transitions being carefully                

planned. Class staff should be focused and engaged throughout lessons, specifically not joining lessons late or                

completing other jobs (unless an exceptional circumstance, and under clear direction from the class teacher). Visits to                 

the photocopier during lesson periods by class staff are firmly discouraged, unless in non-contact times.  

 

HLTAS/ Teaching Assistants (30 hour contract) start work at 8.45am and finish at 3.00pm (4:00 on Tuesdays following                  

the team meeting). Staff should be in class and ready to start their duties by 8.45am (i.e. not in carpark or staff room at                        

this time). 

 

Support Staff Breaks 

Support staff have a 30 minute lunch break between 11:30 - 13:30 depending on staffing availability. Promptness at                  

staff handover time is essential to the smooth running of lunch-times and a positive start to the afternoon lessons.  

 

THE PRIMARY SCHOOL DAY 

  8:45 pupils arrive (school staff greet pupils from their transport or, if their parents bring them in, in reception) 

registration and settling activities 

  9.05 Wake Up Shake Up 

  9:20 lesson 1 (including Hello and snack activities with learning intentions) 

10:30 outdoor play (with adult support as appropriate) 

11:00 lesson 2 (outside for KS1) 

11:55 KS1 lunch (pupils should be in the school hall just before 12pm, ready to start lunch) 
12:05 KS2 Lunch 

12:35 outdoor play (with adult support as appropriate) 

  1:10 Complete afternoon registers 

  1:15 lesson 3 

  2:00  lesson 4 

  2:50 home time 

 

THE SECONDARY SCHOOL DAY 

  8:45 pupils arrive (school staff greet pupils from their transport or, if their parents bring them in, in reception) 
  9:00  Registration and small group / 1:1 interventions 

  9:15 lesson 1 

10:15  student snack with a focus on Speaking and Listening targets 

10:30 outdoor play  

10:50  lesson 2 

11:50  lesson 3  

12:30 Bistro /calm eating group in Steve Drywood Building.  

  1:00 outdoor play 

  1:30 registration 

  1:40 lesson 4 
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  2:20 lesson 5  

  2:50  home time (pupils should aim to arrive in reception at 2:50pm) 
Staff drinks 

Staff may have water with them  during the day and a drink in a lidded cup during outdoor play (provided a Risk 

Assessment deems this safe). Staff must not leave the class to prepare hot drinks. Staff should not have snacks outside 

their own designated break time.  As part of our healthy school’s approach, we expect staff to avoid eating or drinking 

unhealthy snacks in view of children.  

 

 

POLICIES 

All staff need to follow the school’s policies. Hard copies can be found in the school offices’ policies folder and are also                      

available on our school website and are accessible to governors on GovHUB. They can also be requested from reception                   

(please allow 48 hours from your request being made to being provided with a hard copy.) 

  

For ease of reference, a summary of our key policies can be found below in alphabetical order: 

  

ALLEGATION OF ABUSE MADE AGAINST TEACHERS AND OTHER STAFF 

In the event of allegations of abuse made against teachers or other staff Oxfordshire County Council has a                  

comprehensive policy and procedure to follow. 

 

All allegations are reported to the Local Authority Designated Officer for Safeguarding 

Allegations of Abuse made against Teachers and other staff Policy 

 

BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT 

John Watson aims to nurture self-confidence, combined with sensitivity towards others’ needs, through an              

understanding of rights and responsibilities, informed by the Family Links approach. We call on the whole school                 

community to celebrate pupils’ success and achievements and to recognise the importance of positive shared values                

about behaviour. In order to ensure that all staff working in the school adopt a common approach towards pupils there                    

is continuing behaviour training through the year. We also recognise that staff are required to use de-escalation                 

strategies and, in exceptional circumstances, Physical Interventions. Staff are trained in Team Teach. (see below) 

  

We believe everyone learns more successfully when clear boundaries have been set, based on high expectations. We                 

recognise children with learning difficulties require a consistent approach and clear, unambiguous messages in order to                

understand what is expected of them. The school shares key information in a variety of ways in order to achieve this                     

(see collective accountability section) 
  

John Watson School’s approach to behaviour management is based on rewarding and celebrating achievement. Some               

examples of this are: 

● making the pupils aware of success throughout the lesson 

● pointing out achievement and success to other members of the group, staff or visit 

● sharing achievements with parents and carers through notes in home-school diaries 

● a fortnightly newsletter  

● Assemblies 

● displaying work and using photographs, videos 

● the school website, special achievements section 

● certificates of achievement 

● The Annual Launchbury Award (presented at Wheatley Park prize-giving) 
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Further information: Behaviour Policy, Behaviour Principles Statement and Individual Support Plans (later in this               

handbook) 

 

 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

As either a permanent or temporary employee you are likely to have access to sensitive information. Information is                  

deemed sensitive if it is either of a personal nature, is commercially sensitive, or where its disclosure would be                   

problematic for the council or the person who is the subject of the data. 

  

You may have access to sensitive information through records or reports, either on a computer system or in hard copy,                    

or you may overhear comments. This information may or may not be connected with your specific duties. 

  

You must treat all such information as strictly confidential and you must not discuss anything you learn with anyone                   

who does not have a need to know. If you do not need to access such information in the first place, don’t - even if you                          

have physical access via, for instance, a staff or client database – as doing so may be regarded as an offence if you do                        

not have a need to know. 

  

Confidentiality must also be considered by staff that work for parents of our pupils (i.e. respite carers). There are clear                    

communication channels for home school communication and it is essential staff do not blur these. When completing                 

any other role school staff should not discuss pupils (including the pupil they are caring for) or staff from school.                    

Remember even a passing  comment can be misinterpreted and cause difficulties at a later point. 

  

All staff must sign the Confidentiality Statement. 

Further information: Confidentiality policy & staff confidentiality agreement 

 

CODE OF CONDUCT 

The Governing Body has adopted the Oxfordshire County Council model Code of Conduct policy. This is a generic                  

document used across settings in the local authority that complements existing professional procedures, protocols,              

policies and guidance which relate to specific roles, responsibilities or professional practices. 

 All staff must have read and understood the Code of Conduct. 

 

Further information: Code of Conduct Policy 

 

 

CURRICULUM: THE JOHN WATSON CURRICULUM 

Teaching and learning is at the heart of our work at John Watson School. Therefore, staff meet after school every                    

Wednesday to improve and develop the schools curriculum and the delivery of the curriculum. Although this is primarily                  

for teachers, other staff are invited to join if relevant.  

  

All staff must be familiar with the school curriculum policies as detailed in the ‘The John Watson Curriculum’. 

  
Further information: See below 
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JWS Curriculum Nursery to End of Key Stage 4 - Identifies the curriculum pathway for each learner in the school. 

 

 
6th Form Curriculum and Pathways - Sept 2018 - JWS 6th form Curriculum is made up of 5 sections 

Section A 
EHCP Targets - Individual Targets relating to: 

 Communication and 
Interaction 

Cognition and Learning Social, Emotional, Mental 
Health Wellbeing and 

Independence 

 Physical and Sensory 
and Health 

Section B 
Personal and Social 

Development 

Section C 
Vocational and 

Independence Life Skills 

Section D 
 Subject Based Learning 

Section E 
Certification and 

Accreditation 

Health and Wellbeing 
PSHE 

Functional skills 
Travel Training 

Work Based Learning 
 

JWS Curriculum 
C and L - English - 

Mathematics - Physical - 
PSHE - Science - 

Understanding of the World 
- Expressive Arts and 

Design - Independance  
Technology - 

Functional/Esafety 

JWS Certificates and Progress 
Nationally Recognised 

Accreditation Units 
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Each student will follow a planned JWS Curriculum Pathway 

Fundamental Curriculum (FC) Enhanced Curriculum (EC) National Curriculum (NC) 

Draft Aim 
Pupils following the FC pathway need to 
maintain and develop life skills in order to 
function successfully as an adult in the 
community while being adequately 
supported 

Draft Aim 
Pupils following the EC pathway need to 
become as independent and safe as 
possible in order to become actively 
involved within their community and 
employment with/without support 

Draft Aim 
Pupils following the NC pathway need to 
access accredited courses (such as 
ASDAN) which will enhance and positively 
impact on their independence and 
employability in future adulthood 

To develop and maintain fundamental 
skills in order for pupils to; 

- Communicate basic needs via 
own communication system 

- Develop adequate independence 
according to individual starting 
points 

- Be part of a local community with 
adequate support to be involved 
in appropriate activities 

- Develop and maintain life skills 
to support them in adulthood 

- Develop and maintain therapy 
based skills in order to maintain 
a healthy life 

- Develop friendships 

To develop & maintain skills in order to; 
- Be actively involved in the local 

community 
- Seek suitable employment within 

the community with/without 
support 

- Engage in social activities such 
as sporting and leisure 

- Develop firm friendships with 
carers and peers 

- Develop communication skills to 
ensure they stay safe  

- Be independent in the 
community ensuring their own 
safety 

To develop & achieve skills in order to; 
- Meet accredited standards in 

specific relevant areas 
- Be successfully employed 
- Be actively involved in the 

community 
- Engage in sport/leisure activities 

to maintain a healthy lifestyle 
- Engage in social activities and 

maintain appropriate friendships 
- Follow/maintain interests and 

hobbies 
- Become a life long learner 
- Live independently 
- Develop close personal 

relationships 

Pathway Allocation of Timetable 
EHCP considered all the time 
80-100% Focused on Sections B/C & D 
0-20% Focused on Section E (individual 
units only 

Pathway Allocation of Timetable 
EHCP considered all the time 
50- 75% Focused on Sections B, C & D 
50-75% Focused on Section E if 
Appropriate 

Pathway Allocation of Timetable 
EHCP considered all the time 
75-100% skillfully incorporating all section 
will be focused on Section E 

Assess what we Value and Value what we Assess 

Pathways are flexible and need to be individually planned and agreed at EHCP meetings and with SLT. 

 

 

DIGNITY AT WORK 

Treating all work colleagues with respect at all times 

We are committed to providing a safe, healthy and productive working environment, free from harassment, bullying and 

victimisation. Staff should always remember that first and foremost they are part of a whole school team. A key aspect                    

of this is being proactive in ensuring staff members are supported at all times and a willingness to be flexible in relation                      

to duties being performed. 

  

The Senior Leadership Team is committed to ensuring that everyone, including members of their own team are treated                  

with dignity and respect by ALL members of the school’s community and... 

·        encouraged to meet their full potential 

·        treated without favouritism 

·        spoken to with courtesy 

·        accorded due professional trust 

·        recognised for their achievements 
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·        consulted about any changes in their role 

·        given adequate time and resources for the successful discharge of their duties 

·        provided with appropriate training and development opportunities 

·        accorded respect for their individual privacy 

It is the responsibility of all employees and members of the relevant body to maintain appropriate standards of                  

behaviour and to ensure they support a positive working environment where affronts to dignity, bullying or harassment                 

are not tolerated. 

 

Consequences of not following these expectations will be approached through the Dignity at Work policy above and this                  

can lead to Capability or Disciplinary measures being taken. 

 

Further information: Dignity at Work Policy 

 

DRIVING AT WORK 

Anyone who drives for work purposes must provide the following evidence to our School Business Manager (who has                  

Health and Safety responsibility). In practice this can be handed in at reception at the beginning of each academic year. 

-       the employee’s insurance cover with the required level of business use 

-       a valid MOT certificate 

- the employee’s driving licence, including whether any penalty points have been awarded that have not                

previously been reported. 

It should be noted that this does not apply for normal journeys to and from work. 

  

The policy details both school and employee responsibilities. 

  

Transporting pupils or students in a personal vehicle 

It can sometimes support the running of a trip, or the school day for a student to travel in a staff member’s car.  

Where possible, students must travel in the back of the car. 

  

Signed parental permission must be given for a pupil or student to travel in a staff member’s car. Where this may be a                       

regular arrangement permission can be gained by class teachers at the start of the year. 

 

Further information: Driving at Work Policy 

 

 

E-SAFETY AND ACCEPTABLE USE OF THE INTERNET  

This policy informs staff and parents about our approach to e-safety and also gives direction with regards to acceptable                   

use of ICT and the Internet when in school. Staff should remember that only appropriate use of the Internet is                    

permitted (i.e. not accessing offence or illegal material). Staff must not use social media for any school related                  

communication, even if this may seem discrete.  USB memory sticks are not to be used on the sites. 

 

Further information: Acceptable use of the internet policy 

 

MOBILE PHONES 

The expectation for class based staff is that personal mobile phones are turned off/or on silent when on school                   

premises, unless during a staff member’s break. Personal mobile phones MUST NOT be used to support learning and                  

should not be seen in corridors or classrooms (i.e. not even to check the time).  
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NOTE: Members of SLT have (dedicated) work mobile phones which are permitted in school. 

 

No mobile phones are allowed to be used within the WNS provision while pupils are on site, unless in exceptional                    

circumstances within the Deputies’ office. 

  

When off site personal mobile phones can be used as the primary and emergency contact. Should staff incur direct costs                    

due to the use of a mobile for this purpose, this can be claimed via the usual expenses route. 

  

Personal mobile phones MUST NOT be used as a recording device to take photos or videos of children. 

Additional OCC guidelines regarding the use of mobile phones in early years should be adhered to, where appropriate. 
 

 

Further Information: mobile phone policy 

  

PHYSICAL INTERVENTION 

The term Physical Intervention implies restriction of a person's movement maintained against resistance. It is, therefore,                

qualitatively different from forms of physical contact such as manual prompting, physical guidance or simply support.                

The circumstances in which staff CAN physically intervene with a pupil are covered by the 1996 Education Act. Staff                   

may legitimately intervene to prevent a pupil from committing a criminal offence, injuring themselves or others, causing                 

damage to property, engaging in behaviour prejudicial to good order and to maintain good order and discipline. Staff                  

should have regard for the health and safety of themselves and others. 

  

Under no circumstances should physical force be used as a form of punishment. The use of unwarranted physical                  

force is likely to constitute a criminal offence. The school has a separate policy on the use of physical intervention                    

which must be abided by. Physical Intervention should always be a last resort; this is a crucial and legal principle. It is                      

important however to understand that within an Individual Support Plan physical intervention may be an early planned                 

response in the best interests of the child or if there is evidence that the low level behaviour will escalate to higher level                       

behaviour. 

All regular or planned RPIs must be agreed in an Individual Support Plan, which are signed by class staff, the senior                     

leadership team and parents. Restrictive Physical Intervention (RPIs) must be recorded, in line with Team Teach                

training. A bound book is kept with Stephen Passey  for the Primary Site and Karen Fourie for the Secondary Site. 
Further information: positive handling policy 

 

 

SPECIAL LEAVE AND APPOINTMENTS 

John Watson school has adopted the OCC policy which was written following consultation with all the recognised Trade                  

Unions and Associations: ASCL, ATL, NAHT, NASUWT, NEU and Unison. 

  

The policy covers: 

•      Emergency Leave: taking time off to deal with unforeseen emergency events involving a dependent 

•      Other discretionary leave: time off for other urgent or personal events 

•      Special Leave: Public Duties, Jury Service, Volunteer Reservists, Election Duties 

  

Dental or Medical Appointments: 

There are 190 days in school each year (plus up to 5 days INSET) leaving 170+ non-school days. The school day finishes at                       

3.00pm and there is time therefore for routine medical or dental checks or treatment outside of working hours , either                    

during the latter part of the afternoon or holidays. 
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Agreement may be given for employees to take paid time off during the school day for emergency medical treatment or                    

hospital appointments but each case will be judged according to its circumstances and urgency. Permission must be                 

agreed in advance with the Senior Leadership Team. A medical appointment letter should be provided to support the                  

request. 

Particular consideration will be given to those employees with disabilities who need to attend medical appointments                

that fall within the school day. 

 

Further information:  Emergency & Special Leave Policy 

 

STAFF ABSENCE 

John Watson School have adopted the OCC policy on Managing Sickness Absence. This was drawn up following                 

consultation with all the recognised trade unions and associations: ASCL, ATL, NAHT, NASUWT, NUT and Unison. 

  

The policy details guidance relating to long-term and short-term absence, the role of Occupational Health and GP Fits                  

notes. 

 For fairness and consistent the time scales and stages of this policy will be applied to all staff absences, without bias. 

The SLT meet on Tuesday evenings to discuss Requests for Absence on a case by case basis, in line with the policy and                       

any extenuating circumstances.  

 

Staff must report their absence from sick at the earliest opportunity available so SLT have time to arrange cover if                    

necessary. Please report all absences together with a reason to staffabsence@johnwatsonschool.org or by phoning              

01865 452725 and selecting ‘ report an absence’ 

 

Further information: Managing Staff Sickness Absence Policy 

 

STAFF’S CHILDREN IN SCHOOL 

John Watson and Wheatley Nursery School run a wrap around care provision for EYFS children (Windmills Wraparound). 

Sessions for the term can be added for £14 for Nursery School over 3s or £15 for Little Windmills 2-year-olds. Breakfast 

club sessions are £5 for both age groups;  invoices are produced each half term, payable in advance. In exceptional 

cases, older children may be in school with their parent out of school hours, and the Headteacher/SLT should be 

informed. Staff’s children should be signed in and out and not interfere with the smooth running of the school. 

 

 

 

 

STAFF (HEALTH AND) WELL-BEING 

At John Watson School, we aim to ensure that staff have a high level of job satisfaction in their role. It is important that                        

professionalism is maintained at all times, and that all staff are supportive of their colleagues. We offer a range of high                     

quality training to enable staff to perform their respective roles appropriately. There is a clear Levels system to enable                   

staff to support each other within the organisational structure appropriately.  

 

We pay considerable attention to staff wellbeing and regularly report to governors on this aspect of school life. The                   

Health and Safety Governor oversees this aspect of the school’s function including scrutinizing the annual workload                

survey. The school works closely with HR consultants and Occupational Health and Staff Care (Counselling) and also                 

offer supervision. In addition to job satisfaction we support wellbeing in a variety of ways. 

 

Staff Newsletter to keep you informed of school news. 
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Time off in Lieu (TOIL) If you work extra hours/days you can request Time off in term time.                  

We appreciate that term time only contracts, can sometimes be restrictive. Each requests             

considered in line with the policies but this does create an  element of flexible working 

 

 

 

Free tea, coffee, milk and sugar are provided for all staff, hot water dispensers and a fully                 

fitted kitchen;  

 

 

Buffet style lunch is generally provided at INSET training;  

 

 

 

 

 

Early finish at end of each long term.  

 

 

 

On request a locker can be provided for personal belongings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JWS Star Cards - These are for any staff member to give to other staff members or pupils in recognition of their work in                        

school - All should be recorded at JWSstars@johnwatosnschool.org 

 

 

We schedule Weekly team meetings; weekly site- based teacher briefings; annual social events; Performance              

Management/appraisal; Annual job description meetings; All staff are encouraged to contribute to the School              

Development Plan; all staff invited to INSET days and we offer a wide range of training to staff; staff rooms for staff to                       

relax, and support colleagues; administrative staff support the wider workforce; consultative staff meetings held once a                

term to give staff the opportunity to voice concerns and to have their views sought.  

 

The school recognises that the job can be challenging at times and also additionally there may be circumstances outside                   

of school that are having an impact on how staff feel. We want staff to know that they will not be judged or treated                        

differently because of this and that there are systems in place to support them. They should know that there are people                     

within school who they can speak to and that they do not have to cope alone.  

  

We recognise that a member of staff who is experiencing mental health problems may exhibit behaviours that are                  

different from their normal self. They may lose confidence, gain in confidence, and appear demotivated or                

uncharacteristically agitated. In such a case they will be offered support from within school and then externally by                  
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professionals. This would be a staged process and a member of staff knowing that they are being supported internally                   

may be enough. Each person will be treated as an individual and the support they require will be led by them. 

  

School hygiene procedure: Parents have no obligation to share information re AIDS, C diff, Round worms etc. All staff 
must presume these are present at all times and have apply school hygiene standards accordingly. Universal precautions 
recommended Soap (from the dispensers on the wall) and water is the most effective method of preventing infection.  
 

Further information: Staff Health and Wellbeing Policy 

 

 

WHISTLEBLOWING 

'Whistleblowing' is defined as 'raising concerns about misconduct within an organisation or within an independent               

structure associated with it' (Nolan Committee on Standards in Public Life). 

  

This policy clarifies what a ‘concern’ is and details ‘How to Raise a Concern’ (‘Whistleblowing’). 

  

Further information:  Whistleblowing Policy 

  

 

 

FURTHER POLICIES 

All staff have a responsibility to ensure they understand and conduct themselves in line with the policies below: 

  

Staff Grievances:  Staff Grievance Policy 

Disciplinary:  Disciplinary Policy 

Professional Capability: Professional Capability Policy 

Complaints Procedure: Complaints Procedure Policy 

Drugs and Alcohol: Drug Policy 

 

 

 

 

 

OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION AND GUIDANCE 

The following has been prepared to support staff in understanding all aspects of the school and their role throughout 

the school day. 

  
COLLECTIVE ACCOUNTABILITY 

 Known Risks, Risk Assessments and Behaviour Risk Assessments, Positive Handling plans and PEEPS.  

 

When staff cover in a new class it is their responsibility to ensure that they have read relevant documents to be able to                       

safely support students.  

 

All of these documents should be displayed and available in your class. They may need updating when a child shows a                     

new behaviour and should be reviewed at the end of each term to ensure they are current. Whenever a new member                     

of staff works regularly in your class they must read and sign all of the above documents.  

 

Behaviour Risk Assessments (BRAs)  
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Example Behaviour Risk Assessment  

Who for? Any child who shows challenging behaviour BUT not needed if the risk relates to their medical condition. The                    

class teacher, in consultation with the KS lead need to decide if one is needed. (It is important teachers do not rely on                       

previous records, as children change their behaviours.) These should be signed by the Head and every member of staff                   

who works with the child, including Lunchtime Supervisors. 

 

Known Risks Every class should have a Known Risk folder. Each page should have a name, photo, and year group. It                     

should list any kind of risk - behaviour or medical. Children with no known risks should have their photo and details and a                       

bullet point to say 'no known risks' to make it clear that they have been considered. Anyone spending any time working                     

in your classroom should read these documents and then judge whether they need to read other documents about a                   

child. 

 

Lunchtime Mats - These are required to inform those assisting any child who is non verbal or has feeding or eating                     

issues.  

 

Personal Emergency Evacuation Plan (PEEP) -  
Every child should have a PEEP. It should be signed by the Head, fire warden, Senior Special School Nurse, teacher and                     

staff member who will support in the teachers absence.  

 

Phone logs- Every child should have a Phone Log. The office sets up the individual pupil ROC. It contains a tab for                      

communication. Teachers need to update this document and share it with SLT after each communication with                

professionals (social service) / email to parents/ verbal conversation/ phone conversations etc. 

 
Positive Handling Plan (PHP)- for any pupil with a Behaviour Risk Assessment (BRA). PHPs are only necessary for                  

behaviour management if the strategy requires restrictive physical interventions, or it has been decided that a specific                 

individual approach is appropriate (i.e. a specific reward system or sanction). It should be read and signed by the Head                    

and every member of staff who works with the child, including Lunchtime Supervisors.  

Note: If the behaviour approach used is to support a pupil is to praise and give attention to positive behaviour and not                      

reinforce undesirable behaviours, then it is likely the strategy is covered by our behaviour policy and therefore a PHP                   

does not need to be written. 

 

CONSISTENCY 

Consistency of approach is a crucial aspect of working at John Watson School. Pupils will learn better, both academically                   

and socially when they are supported consistently. Whilst staff are encouraged to use their initiative and judgement,                 

these should always be applied in line with school values and expectations. To ensure you are being consistent, a useful                    

self-test is to ask yourself: ‘How would a colleague respond?’ in a given situation. 

 

 

DRESS CODE 

Staff should dress in a professional, practical manner, acknowledge most roles involve considerable active movement.               

Staff should bear in mind the individual risks (including accidental and purposeful damage to clothing) within their                 

class/areas of work. For example, not wearing a new expensive item of clothing. Staff should not wear blue denim.                   

Flip-flops or open toe sandals should not be worn as they offer inadequate protection. Items of clothing that might be                    

deemed by others as too revealing, should be avoided. Optional staff polo shirts may be purchased from the school                   

office. 
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Teachers are expected to dress professionally for all external meetings (i.e. parents’ evenings). Each member of staff                 

(teachers and teaching assistants) are expected to wear trainers when teaching or supporting PE and Games lessons. To                  

be consistent with the expectations for the children, staff should change into these for the morning or afternoon period                   

whenever the lesson is taught. 

 

Further information: Dress Code Policy 

 

DEPLOYMENT OF STAFF 

JWS has a split-site structure and teachers and support staff are appointed to 2-19 provision, with the expectation that                   

they will move year groups. Office staff work across sites in order to better understand the full school community                   

profile. Significant thought is given to the allocation of staff to classes. Planning for September begins months in                  

advance and includes consideration of pupil needs in relation to NCY, health, behaviour, curriculum pathways, social                

groups, and staff experience and training etc.  

 

EDUCATIONAL VISITS AND OFF-SITE LEARNING 

Educational Visits form an important aspect of our pupils’ learning journeys and we actively encourage learning beyond                 

the classroom in the local community. To be effective and safe they need to be carefully planned and risk assessed.                    

Educational Visits refer to anything that involves taking pupils/students off school premises, on foot or in a vehicle, for a                    

structured learning activity.  

 

ANYONE going off site during school hours MUST sign out/in at reception. 

  

Our Educational Visits Coordinator is Holly Burrows. Please refer to her if planning non routine trips. 

  

 

EMAIL COMMUNICATION 

Teachers and school leaders are expected to check their emails daily (on their work days.). Staff are discouraged from                   

sending emails before 7am or after 7pm (exception being urgent emails between the Senior Leadership Team). Senior                 

Leaders’ aim to reply to staff emails, in most cases within 1-3 days, depending on the complexity of the response and                     

other factors. Support staff are expected to check their emails twice a week as a minimum, but the frequency will                    

depend on each person’s role within the school. 

GIFTS 

We discourage staff from receiving gifts from parents and suggest families show their appreciation with a card or note 

such as a simple and heartfelt 'thank you’  if they wish to express their appreciation. This is for a number of reasons: We 

are mindful that hard up families are increasingly getting into debt nationally;  gift giving /receiving between adults and 

children is discouraged from a safeguarding perspective; the management of food on site with unidentified ingredients 

presents a health hazard; there is an equalities dimension too with the risk that parents giving gifts expect special 

treatment and this disadvantages others. 

 

KEYS 

Keys (rooms and buses) are kept in the Key Cabinet in each school office. All keys are numbered and correspond to                     

areas of the school.  If you borrow a key please ensure you replace it immediately when you have finished. 

  

MONEY (HANDLING MONEY) 

It is important that all money received in school is handled and accounted for correctly. Spending should be evidenced                   

and recorded. At both sites money needs to be placed in an envelope, clearly named and with the amount. Money                    

needs to be given to the office for safe keeping in the safe. Whenever money is collected from charity, or enterprise                     
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projects, staff need to promptly hand over to Karen or Amy to put in the safe, as soon as the event is finished. Money                        

should not be left unlocked during the school day or overnight. Some Secondary students keep lunch money in their                   

bags. This is at the discretion of the class teacher how / where they would like to keep it, in the students’ bags or in a                          

container all together.  

Further information: internal financial procedures 

 

 

                                                                                         GDPR GUIDANCE 

 

Always- 

● have a clear desk regarding student/parent information 

● ensure personal information is stored in locked cabinets 

 

Never- 

● display personal passwords or share with others 

● use a personal email to deal with school business 

● let a student use your computer /laptop if logged in 

● leave computers/chromebooks in classrooms or offices without locking them 

● ring a parent on your personal phone 

● show assessment information of a whole class with parents 

● use USB sticks 

 

 

 

 

NURSING SUPPORT FOR PUPILS 

The Special School Nurses for John Watson are:  

Senior Special School Nurse: Kim Willoughby 

Special School Nurse: Andrea Farres 

They work part time in school on term time only contracts  School nurse information 

For nurses availability please contact the school office. 

 

We have a number of vulnerable pupils across the age range with complex health needs. There is a need for children to 

have their hygiene needs met, and all classes need reminders about handwashing and maintaining good hygiene. Staff 

are given annual training on thorough handwashing as the key measure of infection control. There is also general and 

specific medical training offered annually in-house. 

 

 

 

PARENTS: WORKING WITH PARENTS 

Parents know their child best and working effectively with parents is crucial in supporting pupils to achieve their                  

potential. Teachers are responsible for the communication with parents in their class (unless in exceptional cases). The                 

most common form of communication is through the home school diaries. Whilst parents will appreciate a comment                 

every day, in many classes a comment 3–4 times a week may be more realistic. 

  

Teachers need to prioritise when there are important messages that need communicating. 

Some tips: 
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Invest in your relationships with parents promoting open two-way communication. 

-Respond to communication from parents, acknowledging or thanking them for contributions that come to school. 

-Phone a parent with particularly good news. 

-Phone a parent if you have an unusual or significant message (i.e. a child has been hurt in school). 

Below is a summary of communication with parents: 

Description   

Home School Communication Log Daily communication of essential information and to share achievements. 

Parents’ Evenings Termly meetings to review a child’s progress across the curriculum and in relation to their EHC Plan 
Outcomes. 

Annual Reviews In the summer term to review progress against EHC Plan outcomes and set new targets. 

Phone calls As required to share success or a significant/unusual incident in school. 
Half termly phone calls 

 
 

Parents must be informed if their child has been held in an unplanned Restrictive Physical Intervention (RPI). When an                   

RPI has been agreed within a child’s Individual Support Plan,they do not need to be contacted on each occurrence. The                    

frequency/nature of such communications should be agreed with the child parents (i.e. a summary at parents’ evening). 

 

Parents/carers must be phoned following any incidents that involve a blow to the head. 

For students with epilepsy parents / carers need to be contacted in accordance with their individual protocols.  

 

School Uniform 

Primary: School uniform consists of a white t-shirt and navy  jumper for Primary, black or grey trousers.  

Secondary Purple v-neck jumper, grey below the waist and white polo shirts with no commercial logos.  

 

Navy amd Purple fleeces available to order 

 

PE: trainers for all; dark tracksuit bottoms or shorts for warmer weather, white T shirt and trainers. Please remember                   

socks.. Swimming kits are required for classes that go swimming (KS2 and Sixth Form).  

 

  

 

The School’s Organisation 

(i) Early Years in Wheatley Nursery School 

 

(ii) The primary phase 

Classes KS1 Forest Hill 

KS1 Otmoor Class  

KS2 Wheatley Class 

KS2 Thame Class 

KS2 Waterperry Class 

KS2 Chinnor Class 

 

At the end of Year 6, pupils move to our secondary provision at Wheatley Park Campus…. 
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(iii)The secondary phase 

KS3 Beckley Class 

KS3 Horspath Class 

KS4 Shotover Class 

Sixth Form Oxford Class 

The curriculum for each section varies. Pupils move between the sections of the school in line with their mainstream                   

peers, i.e. pupils move into The Secondary School when they are in Year 7. 

  

 

 

SHARED AREAS 

It is the collective responsibility of all staff to maintain a clean and tidy learning environment. If you see something out                     

of place, or untidy, please take action to resolve it. 

  

The school day is busy and often after working in a shared room, staff focus on supporting pupils back to the classroom.                      

Under the direction of the class teacher, class staff should ensure the shared area has been left tidy for the next class. 

  

Shared rooms should have rotas displayed on their doors. If more than one classes intends to use the space at the same                      

time, the rota should determine who has access to the room. 

  

Each class has responsibility for one or more areas of the school. The class responsible for each area should monitor this                     

and complete a thorough clean and tidy, including checking on the quality of resources, at the end of each term, when                     

the school closes early for pupils. 

  

 

 

STAFF ROOM 

We believe the staffroom should be a relaxing place for all staff to use during their breaks. Please ensure you help to                      

keep the room clean and tidy by ensuring you wash up and put items used away and keeping the areas clutter free.  

  

The fridges are available for storing food and classes have designated food storage areas. Please ensure you help to                   

keep the fridges and cupboards clean and remove all out of date items, in order to ensure good hygiene and minimise                     

the risk of vermin. 

 

Therapists List - 2018/19  

Therapy Name Usual days Telephone E-mail address 
 

Occupational Therapist Miriam 
Hollely-Barik 

Thursday 07881 832192 miriam.hollelybarik@oxfordhealth.nhs.uk 

Physiotherapist Pamela 
Morton 

Wednesday 07887 847544 pam.morton@oxfordhealth.nhs.uk 
 

Physiotherapist Technician Lynda Sparks Wednesday 07887 650157 Lynda.sparks@oxfordhealth.nhs.uk 
 

Speech & Language Therapist 
(starting soon) 

Dimitra 
Skoteinou 

Tuesday 07823551818. Dimitra.skoteinou@oxfordhealth.nhs.uk 

Speech & Language Therapist Laura Davies Tuesday / 
Wednesday 

PM 

 laura.davies@oxfordhealth.nhs.uk  
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EMAIL THERAPISTS WITH ANY QUERIES BETWEEN VISITS AND TO COMMUNICATE ISSUES. 
School nurse - Kim Willoughby - 07979010751 School nurse - Andre Farres - 07770322049 
 

VOLUNTEERS (INCLUDING STUDENTS) 

We are fortunate in receiving a range of voluntary and student help. Emma Fulker is responsible for coordinating the                   

timetabling of all placements on Primary and Karen Fourie  for secondary. 

  

For the safety of our pupils and the helpers please observe these few rules : 

-When student or voluntary helpers are on the premises they must sign in the Visitors’ Book  

-No student or voluntary helper should be left in charge of any children without John Watson staff supervision 

-No student should toilet pupils without John Watson staff supervision (this will only be appropriately if specifically                 

agreed for the student by SLT) 

-No student should manually handle any pupils without proper training – this includes supporting pupils who are                 

developing walking skills 

-Please ensure that any student or voluntary helper knows about any procedures (behaviour strategy and physical 

support etc) before they work with a child. 

  

If you have any difficulties, concerns or problems with a particular placement, please see or phone a member of SLT                    

promptly. 

 

 

 

WORKING WITH OTHER PROFESSIONALS 

Working with other professionals is a fundamental aspect of the role of the class teacher in a special school. It is the role                       

of the class teacher to process advice and guidance from therapists and transfer this into their classroom in a                   

manageable way, with the resources available. 

  

Teachers need to ensure that all pupils who have physiotherapy or other professional sessions are clearly marked on the                   

timetable and that key leads and SLT are informed if changes occurs.  

 

Teachers may be required to attend multi-agency meetings for pupils. A decision needs to be made as to the significance                    

of an education professional attending the meeting, or whether providing a written review will suffice. The headteacher,                 

deputy heads or the assistant headteacher will support on this judgement. In such meetings it is important that                  

professional, not personal judgements are shared. 

 
 
                                                                   SCHOOL INDUCTION 

 

Staff will receive a full induction during their first week, main Health and Safety points will be given on the first day (Fire 

safety, First aid info, staff absence)  

 

The SBM will work through the induction and advise of relevant policies which must be read, including our safeguarding 

pack. Staff will also be issued with a personalised Fob for access across the school, a  locker(if required) computer login, 

school email address and logins for school software (teachers/HLTAs) 
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Induction: Safeguarding  
 
All new staff should have comprehensive inductions that focus on safeguarding; 

● Code of conduct 
● Whistleblowing policy 
● Allegations management policy 
● Safeguarding training 
● How to report concerns 
● Who to contact with a concern 
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